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Manufacturers are less satisfied 
with their execution than they were 
2 and 3 years ago as evidenced 
through survey data.

The promotion cycle as a whole 
shows more losses than wins as 
spending has increased and ROI 
has decreased.

On shelf availability has declined 
in the last 5 years.
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Strongly DisagreeDisagreeAgreeStrongly Agree

2%

16%

38%
36%

7%

Somewhat Agree

Chart 1. Responses to the statement, "You have challenges finding tools that enhance worker productivity."

Source: The POI 2018 TPx and Retail Execution Report
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39%
No Preference

20%
Private Cloud

20%
On-Premise (Behind your firewall)

15%
Combination 
(Depending on Geography)

5%
Public
Cloud

Chart 2. Responses to the question: “What is your preferred means of providing Retail Execution technology?
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6%
6%

5%

5%
2%
2%

1%

14%Organizational capabilities
13%New or more suitable solution

11%Reliance on partners
10%Business case

8%Budget limitations
7%Single, global solution across GTM models

6%Improved processes
Retailer cooperation

Developing a vision
Analytics

Internal agreement on requirements
Data integration

Time
Enablers like image recognition

1%Future proofing
1%Management functionality
1%IT Infrastructure

Chart 3. Responses to the question, “What are the top two things keeping you from having really excellent 
retail execution capabilities?”

Source: The POI 2018 TPx and Retail Execution Report
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Observation & % Definition Inference & Recommendation

Organizational 
capabilities 
~14%

The ability of the organization 
to hire the right people, train 
them, and get them to adapt 
over time.

As pointed out earlier, the focus on change management and 
training cannot be overlooked. POI Survey data on ability to find 
“qualified personnel who can use and understand existing retail 
execution solutions” shows that 79% of companies struggle. Hiring 
the right people is critical but out of scope for this paper. However, 
a strong services partner can definitely help with change man-
agement and probably help to guide the hiring process. 

Procuring a new 
or more suitable 
solution
~13%

The perception that the current 
solution is simply not adequate 
and that a new one is required.

It is time for a change. Retail Execution is too important for having 
a sub-optimal solution. There are many “rental” options available 
that may have a lower total cost of ownership than your existing 
solution. 

Reliance on  
partners  
(e.g. brokers)
~11%

Improvements are pegged to 
the partners’ personnel and 
systems.

This is a tough one because CG companies without sufficient scale 
are typically reliant on brokers. Try integrating data from your 
brokers’ solutions and do more analysis with it. Otherwise, try to 
work more closely with your broker and have input into business 
process and technology.

Business case
~10%

The inability to articulate a 
business case for improving 
capabilities.

Get a partner to help you evaluate your situation and work with 
you on a business case. There is expertise available. 
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Observation & % Definition Inference & Recommendation

Budget  
limitations
~8%

The money just isn’t available.

This may be addressable in the business case area above because 
improved Retail Execution results should more than fund incre-
mental investment. Fixing product out-or-stocks, improving field 
sales productivity, and bolstering promotional compliance are key 
areas to look at.

Single, global 
solution across 
GTM models
~7%

Organizations feel fractured 
or in silos across multiple 
solutions.

There are global alternatives. You will experience some friction in 
getting to fewer solutions, but it is often worth it so you can have 
a single view of multinational retailers and perform product con-
solidation reporting across geographies.

Improved  
processes
~6%

The recognition that process-
es are not optimal or out of 
step with current market 
requirements.

POI Survey data shows that only 62% of Retail Execution imple-
mentations leveraged best practices from a vendor or services 
provider. And then only 48% of this was “somewhat” leveraged. 
You should expect and demand best practices as part of a solution 
deployment.  Just buying software is not enough. You need to be 
able to leverage expertise and services as well.

Retailer  
cooperation
~6%

Retailers seemingly don’t 
want to work with you.

We believe that some retailers are less willing to collaborate. Many 
of these have or will die out. Nevertheless, bringing insights to bear 
at the HQ and store level can help you to be more of a trusted 
partner to those who are willing to partner. Win them over through 
insights and improved execution!
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Observation & % Definition Inference & Recommendation

Developing a 
vision
~6%

Nobody is leading the charge, 
typically from the top.

Take a look around at CG companies that are doing it well and 
network with them. Get a partner who can show you the art of 
possible and how to pursue it.

Analytics
~5%

Better analytics will improve 
retail execution by spotting op-
portunities and helping field 
people to execute against them.

This was kind of shocking that it wasn’t higher, but when you have 
a weak underlying solution or lack change management to get 
people to use analytics then it is moot to have great analytical 
capabilities. We strongly believe in analytics, but there are precur-
sors that have to be in place first. 

Internal 
agreement on 
requirements
~5%

This often means IT pushing for 
the brand of technology that 
they prefer or the business not 
being able to articulate a con-
sistent business process 

This is very foundational and should be addressed as part of any 
Retail Execution capability. Never try to enable with technology 
what has not been adequately defined or is perceived to be broken.

Data 
integration
~2%

Getting enough clean data into 
the Retail Execution solution to 
extract insights.

We believe that so many CG companies are wrestling with more 
fundamental issues like the inability to work off-line or having to 
work on a clunky solution, that they haven’t gotten around to 
higher order analytical and integration requirements. This means 
that this is more important than you would be lead to believe by 
the data, but that it is an issue for a more select group that are 
seeking to be more advanced.

Time
~2%

Just not enough hours in a day. We put this one in for perspective. People seem to be better at 
finding the time than the money to move to a higher level.
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Observation & % Definition Inference & Recommendation

Enablers like  
image  
recognition
~1%

Cool capabilities that can 
deliver results.

As we showed previously, these capabilities are beneficial and 
provide competitive differentiation, but the organization has to be 
ready and the underlying solution has to be complementary to 
them. Most respondents are aware of image recognition and other 
enablers. The fact that it is not cited more often is more a reflec-
tion of the need for organizational capabilities and better under-
lying mobile platforms on which to add augmented reality or image 
recognition than the intrinsic value of such solutions.

Future proofing
~1%

The inability to move to the 
next level because of a fear 
that what is done will be quickly 
outdated.

If you believe this to be an inhibitor then you are one of the few. 
Improving Retail Execution will yield real benefits in the short, 
medium and long run. Solutions today are more flexible than ever 
before and benefit from constant upgrades and enhancements. 
Fear of obsolesce should not be a significant concern based on our 
experience. 

Management 
functionality
~1%

The ability to provide oversight 
and direction.

Enabling the “doers” is more important than enabling the “review-
ers”. First focus on the people in the field being successful, then 
those who manage them. Both are important but need to be in 
the right succession.

IT Infrastructure
~1%

Technical people and capacity.
As stated previously, we only put this one in for perspective. It is 
really not perceived as much of a limiting factor given all the ways 
that technology can be delivered.
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Chart 5. Example of Kantar Consulting Offering for Perfect Store
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Chart 6. The Kantar Consulting Sales Performance Platform 
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First Archetype

Mainly for emerging markets, is 
oriented to improve tools, capabil-
ities and skills for operational effi-
ciency. From a solution standpoint, 
the features required for this first 
step are mainly related to:

 � Territory and route management

 � Field sales activities planning 

 � Order Management

 � Store check: price, promotion, assort-
ment and asset compliance

 � Sales reps incentives management

 � Basic field sales activities reporting

Having this already available for the 
emerging markets means having at 
least 85% of the functionality already 
there. 

Second Archetype

Addressed to mature markets, is 
more oriented to gain effectiveness. 
Set of functionalities required are:

 � Territory and route optimization

 � Perfect store and salesman score-
card definition and management

 � Social capabilities

 � Gamification capabilities 

 � Image and speech recognition to 
speed up processes

 � Guided selling capabilities

You can see that this archetype sup-
ports both modern and traditional 
trade but in more mature markets 
that are more analytically driven by 
POS data and use of capabilities 
such as planograms

Third Archetype

For mature markets and companies 
looking to take a leadership position 
using state of the art tools. Features 
for this group include:

 � Advanced analytics such as pre-
dictive modelling to understand the 
outcomes of certain activities 

 � Leverage internet of things (IoT) to 
improve sales results 

 � Machine learning and optimization 
to drive field activities all the way 
back to HQ including flexible the re-
source models discussed previously
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Chart 7. Main features for various archetypes – Example
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About
POI brings together manufacturers, retailers, solution 
providers, analysts, academics, and other industry leaders 
with the specific objective of collaboratively improving the 
promotion and distribution of consumer goods. Members 
of POI share cross-functional best practices in both structured 
and informal settings. Additionally, members benefit through 
our industry alliances, the Certified Collaborative Marketer 
(CCM)™ program, and industry-leading summits around 
the globe. POI aims to instill a financial and metrics-based 
discipline not typically found with other trade groups. The 
goal of our innovative approach is collaborative promotion 
optimization. The focus is on the customer/shopper through 
sales, marketing, and merchandising strategies. Executive 
advisory boards keep us apprised of industry needs and 
help us provide desired outcomes for members, sponsors, 
and academia. 

For more information:  
Visit poinstitute.com or contact Michael Kantor, Founder 
& CEO Promotion Optimization Institute (POI):

1.914.319.7309 • mkantor@p-o-i.org

About
Kantar Consulting is driven to switch on growth. With over 
1,000 analysts, thought leaders, software developers and 
expert consultants we help clients develop and execute 
brand, marketing, retail, sales and shopper strategies to get 
growth delivered. Kantar Consulting owns market leading 
assets including PoweRanking, GrowthFinder, Global Monitor, 
RetaiI IQ, RichMix, XTEL and Marketing, Insights and Purpose 
2020. We track 1200 retailers globally, have purchase data 
on over 200 million shoppers and forecast social, cultural 
and consumer trends across the world.

Kantar Consulting is part of Kantar, the data investment 
management division of WPP.

For more information: 
Visit consulting.kantar.com or contact Suzana Dias: 
suzana.dias@kantarconsulting.com 

About 
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital 
transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and 
an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every 
person and every organization on the planet to achieve 
more.

© 2018 Kantar Consulting
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